Bellingham, MA, April 3, 2006, 2006 –Image Source, a leading Re-seller of Rimage
CD/DVD duplication equipment, announced today the availability of the Rimage family of
Producer III disc publishing systems - the industry's highest performing, most reliable
solutions for automatically creating large volumes of professional CDs and DVDs with
customized digital content and labels.

Producer III
In addition to utilizing the best in robotics and direct-to-disc print technologies, the
Producer 7100 and 8100 incorporate new, high-performance hardware and software for
faster disc production, as well as advanced monitoring tools for at-a-glance job status
and proactive alerts for replenishing disc and print ribbon supplies. The result is a
networked, self-sustaining solution enterprises can depend on for 24/7 reliability.
As the world leader in disc publishing, Rimage is the only company providing highperformance systems that meet the quality, quantity and customization requirements of
critical publishing applications. The Producer III is a relentless system for producing
professional quality CDs and DVDs - disc after disc. With enhanced job monitoring,
speed and system status capabilities, Producer III delivers unmatched performance and
reliability."
Additional Producer III Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New automatic printer and disc tracking for immediate job status feedback
New Firewire 800 for accelerated DVD/CD burning
New software features that enhance system throughput and reliability
New internal illumination for easy viewing of discs
Everest thermal retransfer printing for permanent direct-to-disc labeling
Up to four pre-aligned CD/DVD recorders
300 disc multiple bin capacity allowing for multiple media types
High-end industrial design

The Producer III is available through Image Source, Inc. a Rimage value added reseller
(VARs) since 1996. Image Source provides field support for Rimage disc publishing

systems, including a full line of consumables, and maintenance options designed to
maximize the quality of its systems and fit each customer's unique needs.
About Image Source
Image Source, Inc. Founded in 1992 is privately held service provider located in
Bellingham Massachusetts. Image Source provides a growing list of hardware, software
and services all designed for capturing and distributing information. As an authorized
reseller for Rimage Corporation, Kofax and Fujitsu, Image Source sells, installs and
service's a complete line of CD/DVD duplication and printing systems, scanners and data
capture software all designed to provide tailored content management solution.
The company works with a broad range of the industries from emerging technology and
information companies, to colleges, legal firms, financial institutions and medical
practices. These companies require the capture of critical business information from
disparate forms such as paper, electronic forms and e-mail documents and consolidated
into a rapid access, searchable and retrievable database.

